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Hayward OmniHub™
- Total Control

Hayward Variable - Speed
Pumps

controlled devices, including
Amazon® Alexa.

The Hayward range of
variable-speed pumps feature
permanent magnet, Totally
Enclosed Fan Cooled (TEFC)
motors that deliver maximum
energy efficiency and
reliability. They are
exceptionally quiet compared
to single speed pumps.

With a few optional additions
the OmniHub can control a
host of equipment including
variable-speed pumps,
heaters, pool/spa lighting, spa
equipment, AquaRite® salt
systems, booster pumps,
backyard lighting, chemical
feed pumps and water
features, as well as provide
pH/ORP monitoring.

Hayward OmniHub™ is the
easiest way to add smart
control to a pool system.
The OmniHub™ creates the
ability to access, manage, and
schedule from anywhere via
easy to use iOS and Android
smartphones and voice

The OmniHub™ uses the
control pad touchscreen as
the main interface.
The OmniHub™ is a superb
value upgrade for both new
and existing system
installations. The connection
possibilities are shown in the
picture below.

Scan the QR
Code to watch a
short clip on
the OMNIHUB

HCP 3000
Series

TriStar® VS

Super Pump® VS

MaxFlo VS™

The pumps are fully
programmable with a touch
pad control that can be
rotated to four different
positions or mounted to the
wall for more convenient
access. The pumps operate
independently, with Hayward
automation, or with
competitive systems (via
relay control).
TriStar® VS variable speed
pool pumps are the most
energy efficient according to
EPA ENERGY STAR 3rd party
testing data.

Deck Jet 500 – A peaceful
deck to-pool stream

Hayward Chemical Tablet
Feeders

Hayward automatic chemical
feeders are ideal during new
pool construction or
aftermarket installations.
Models are available for inline and off-line configurations
to accommodate most
capacity, plumbing and space
considerations. Use with
Trichlor chlorine or Bromine
tablets only.
All units incorporate a durable
ABS body along with a high
quality Viton® seal and an
ergonomically designed cover
to allow for simple removal.

Elevate the visual and
acoustic appeal of your pool
surroundings with a simple
addition of the Deck Jet 500.
The Deck Jet 500 creates an
arching stream from the deck
to the pool
WFJ100 Deck Jet
whose flow
and direction
are simple to
adjust
without tools.
The Deck Jet
500 features
an attractive
bronze-coated
cover and the
industry's only
height
adjustment
mechanism for
perfect deck
alignment even
after settling
occurs.

Commercial Chemical
Tablet Feeder used with
Chemical automation

The
innovative
water leveler
from
Paramount, a
Hayward
Company,
continually
works to
ensure that
your pool or
spa is at its
ideal level
with the level being monitored
and adjusted automatically.
Paralevel’s
“posi-click”
adjustment
makes it easy
to make a
manual
adjustment.
Paralevel offers “SmartSensing”, which means it will
ignore water sloshing in the
pool as it only
senses the pools
true level.
“SmartSensing”
also protects
Paralevel so it will
Inner Float
not cycle on and off
Assembly
rapidly, like other
levelers. This limits the
potential
for
premature
failure,
and
eliminates loud water hammer
that could lead to plumbing
damage.
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